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I. Introduction 1 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 2 

A.  Theodore J. Lenart, 1844 Ferry Road, Naperville, Illinois 60563-9600. 3 

Q. By whom are you employed? 4 

A. Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas Company (“Nicor Gas” or “Company”). 5 

Q. What position do you hold with Nicor Gas? 6 

A. I am Assistant Vice President of Supply Operations.  I head the Gas Supply Department 7 

(“Gas Supply”). 8 

Q. What are your duties in that position? 9 

A. I am responsible for all gas supply issues.  My duties include planning Nicor’s gas supply 10 

portfolio, purchasing gas for ratepayers, overseeing Nicor’s storage assets and the 11 

operation of the storage fields, and dispatching gas for transportation or sale.  I also am 12 

involved in the development of risk mitigation tools, such as financial hedges. 13 

Q. How long have you held that position? 14 

A. Since June of 1999. 15 

Q. How long have you been employed by Nicor Gas? 16 

A. I joined Nicor in March of 1997. 17 

Q. Please summarize your educational background and work experience. 18 

A. I graduated from the University of Illinois at Chicago in 1977 with a Bachelor of Science 19 

degree in Engineering.  I also earned a Masters of Business  Administration degree from 20 

DePaul University.  I have worked in the natural gas industry since graduating from 21 
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college in 1977.  From 1977 to 1981, I worked for Peoples Energy Corporation 22 

(“Peoples”) in an engineering position.  From 1981 until 1997, I was employed at 23 

MidCon Corp. (“MidCon”), which was a spin-off from Peoples, and at MidCon’s 24 

subsidiary, Natural Gas Pipeline of America (“NGPL”), an interstate pipeline serving 25 

Chicago.  At MidCon and NGPL, I worked in numerous roles, including engineering, 26 

marketing, planning and operations.  My last position was Director of Gas Control for 27 

NGPL.  In March of 1997, I accepted a position at Nicor as Manager of the Supply 28 

Venture Group.  Later, I became the General Manager of the Supply Venture Group 29 

before taking the position of Assistant Vice President of Supply Operations in 1999. 30 

Q. Do you hold any professional licenses? 31 

A.  I am a licensed engineer in the State of Illinois. 32 

Q. Have you ever testified before the Illinois Commerce Commission (the 33 

“Commission”) before? 34 

A. No. 35 

Q. What is the purpose of your Rebuttal Testimony? 36 

A. The purpose of my rebuttal testimony is to correct certain false and misleading statements 37 

contained in the direct testimony submitted by Commission Staff, the Citizens Utility 38 

Board and Cook County States Attorney’s Office (“CUB/Cook”) and the People of the 39 

State of Illinois (“AG”).  Specifically, I will address certain mischaracterizations 40 

contained in these testimonies concerning Nicor’s gas supply plans and strategies, both at 41 

the time we decided to pursue a performance based rate regulation plan (“PBR”) and 42 
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during the operation of the Gas Cost Performance Program (“GCPP”) authorized by the 43 

Commission in 1999. 44 

II. Nicor’s Decision to Seek and Accept a Performance Based Rate Plan 45 

Q. When did you first learn that Nicor might seek approval of a PBR plan? 46 

A. I first learned that Nicor might seek approval of a PBR plan around October of 1998.  47 

Nicor filed a petition with the Commission seeking approval for a PBR plan in March of 48 

1999. 49 

Q. What role, if any, did you play in the development of the PBR proposal? 50 

A. Along with others in Gas Supply, I provided feedback to the “PBR Group” (which 51 

included Al Harms, Len Gilmore and Jeff Metz, among others), on technical aspects of 52 

the proposal such as the structure of the proposed Commodity Benchmark. 53 

Q. Staff witnesses Maple and Zuraski and CUB/Cook witness Mierzwa allege that 54 

Nicor developed its PBR proposal with a plan to liquidate the low-cost LIFO gas 55 

inventory layers  as a strategy to meet or beat the benchmark.  How do you respond? 56 

A. That is not true. 57 

Q. To your knowledge, at any point during the development of the PBR proposal did 58 

Nicor intend to liquidate the low cost LIFO gas inventory as a strategy to meet or 59 

beat the benchmark? 60 

A. No.  In all of my discussions with the PBR Group, the liquidation of the low cost LIFO 61 

gas layers was never even mentioned as a strategy to successfully perform under the 62 

PBR.  Instead, Nicor focused on creating a benchmark that would work with Nicor’s 63 
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operational needs.  We never discussed using the low-cost LIFO gas inventory as a 64 

strategy to beat that benchmark. 65 

Q. At the time the GCPP was approved by the Commission, was Nicor certain that the 66 

low-cost LIFO gas layers could even be accessed? 67 

A. No.  Nicor did not know whether it would be able to access those lower cost inventory 68 

layers, much less when or how. 69 

Q. Would Nicor have pursued a PBR program even if it had not had the low-cost LIFO 70 

layers of gas in inventory? 71 

A. I believe that Nicor would have at some time sought approval for a PBR plan even if the 72 

low-cost LIFO gas had not been available. 73 

Q. Why do you believe that Nicor would have pursued a PBR plan even if it had not 74 

had the low-cost LIFO gas in inventory? 75 

A.  It was Nicor’s belief, and certainly the belief of the Gas Supply department, that Nicor 76 

could succeed under a PBR plan and generate savings for the Company and our 77 

customers without the need to liquidate the low-cost LIFO inventory. 78 

Q. How did Nicor plan to generate savings under the GCPP without liquidating the 79 

low-cost LIFO inventory? 80 

A. Both when Nicor decided to propose a PBR plan and when Nicor decided to accept the 81 

GCPP, as modified by the Commission’s Final Order, we in Gas Supply believed that we 82 

could beat the benchmark and generate savings for Nicor and our customers by using a 83 

variety of tools at our disposal, without the need to access the low-cost LIFO gas.  For 84 

example, because Nicor buys gas from a variety of suppliers in diverse production 85 
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regions, and the GCPP’s benchmark was based on Chicago City Gate index prices, we 86 

believed we could beat the benchmark by timing our purchases well and using our 87 

knowledge of the broader market to beat the Chicago City Gate prices.  We also thought 88 

we could generate savings by taking a new, more innovative approach to using our 89 

storage capacity. 90 

Q. Please explain how Nicor expected to take a new, innovative approach to using its 91 

storage capacity? 92 

A. Under traditional purchased gas adjustment (“PGA”) rate regulation, where the utility 93 

simply passes along the cost of gas to the customer (subject to a prudence review), the 94 

utility may view storage solely from an operational perspective:  storage is there to assure 95 

that the utility can meet the peak day demand requirements of its core customers.  Under 96 

a PBR plan, while this operational imperative remains, and the primary focus remains on 97 

the need to maintain sufficient storage to protect deliverability during peak winter 98 

demand days, the utility also has an incentive to use storage more aggressively and 99 

flexibly.  Value can be derived by timing purchases when prices are low and injecting 100 

that lower-priced gas into storage to displace purchases of higher-priced flowing gas that 101 

the utility would otherwise have had to make.  Many of these strategies also depended 102 

upon our ability to use the financial forward markets to hedge risks from operational 103 

decisions. 104 

Q. Please comment on Staff witness Maple’s suggestion that “almost every company 105 

witness deposed by Staff referred to the LIFO layers as insurance or risk 106 

mitigation.”  (Staff Ex. 2.0 at 14). 107 
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A. We were aware that the low-cost LIFO gas layers were a valuable Company asset and a 108 

potential risk mitigation tool for the PBR, but utilizing the low-cost LIFO gas was not 109 

among our strategies to generate savings under the benchmark prior to implementation of 110 

the GCPP.  Use of the low-cost LIFO gas layers was not the basis for Gas Supply’s 111 

confidence that we could out-perform the benchmark and generate savings to share with 112 

our customers. 113 

III. November 29, 1999 Meeting 114 

Q. Were there any internal meetings at Nicor to discuss the Commission’s November 115 

23, 1999 Final Order? 116 

A. Yes, there was a meeting that took place on November 29, 1999. 117 

Q.  Who attended this meeting? 118 

A. I was there, along with other members of Gas Supply, including Lonnie Upshaw, Len 119 

Gilmore, and Beth Hohisel.  Besides individuals from Gas Supply, Al Harms George 120 

Behrens, Phil Cali, Tom Fisher, Kathy Halloran, and Jeff Metz were all in attendance. 121 

Q. What was the purpose of the meeting? 122 

A. The purpose was to discuss the Commission’s Final Order and to decide whether Nicor 123 

would accept or reject the GCPP, as modified by the Commission’s Order. 124 

Q. Please explain what was discussed at the meeting. 125 

A. Al Harms presented a summary of the Final Order while Jeff Metz discussed the 126 

proposed benchmark and its expected financial impact.  Before the meeting, Lonnie 127 

Upshaw had asked Gas Supply to prepare a document that assessed how Nicor might 128 
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perform under the GCPP.  The one-page document that made this assessment was also 129 

presented at this meeting.  A copy of that document is attached as Appendix A. 130 

Q. Please discuss the content of this assessment. 131 

A. The assessment was a list of items identifying potential outcomes generating savings 132 

under the GCPP.  Gas Supply believed that Nicor could take a new approach to storage, 133 

as discussed above, begin to hedge on transportation, and consider third party 134 

management of “DSS” (discussed below) to perform successfully under the GCPP.  135 

Accessing the low cost LIFO gas layers was not included in Gas Supply’s assessment of 136 

whether Nicor could achieve savings under the Commission’s Final Order. 137 

Q. Why was the liquidation of the low-cost LIFO inventory layers not included in the 138 

document prepared by Gas Supply assessing possible outcomes under the GCPP? 139 

A. Simply because that was not an outcome we were even contemplating. 140 

Q. Based on the discussion at the November 29, 1999 meeting and the written 141 

assessment prepared by Gas Supply, the decision was made to accept the 142 

Commission’s Final Order and go forward with the GCPP? 143 

A. That is correct. 144 

Q. What was the basis for the potential outcomes presented in the November 29, 1999 145 

meeting? 146 

A.  The potential outcomes discussed in this meeting were rough sketches based on Nicor’s 147 

understanding of the market conditions at that time and its knowledge of historical 148 

market conditions.  At the time Gas Supply developed these estimates, Nicor believed the 149 

GCPP would operate under traditional market conditions.  The 1990s had been a period 150 
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of generally stable gas prices and supply, and relatively moderate market volatility.  That 151 

certainly did not turn out to be the case in the turbulent gas market of the 2000-2002 152 

GCPP period. 153 

Q. Did Nicor in fact underestimate the risks of operating under the GCPP? 154 

A. I think that everyone in the natural gas industry – not just Nicor – was surprised by the 155 

changes in the market after Nicor began operating under the GCPP.  When Nicor 156 

considered potential outcomes and made the decision to accept the GCPP, we could not 157 

have predicted (nor did anyone else predict) the unique and dramatic changes in the 158 

national gas market that took place during the period when the GCPP was in effect. 159 

Q. Can you describe some of those changes in the natural gas market during the GCPP 160 

period? 161 

A. The first two years of the GCPP, 2000 and 2001, in particular, were a period of 162 

unprecedented price volatility and unusual weather patterns, creating much greater risk 163 

from the operation of the benchmark than we or anyone had antic ipated, and also limiting 164 

the usefulness of many of the strategies that we had  planned to employ.  For example, the 165 

very first month of the GCPP, January 2000, was characterized by both unusually warm 166 

temperatures and rising gas prices – a rare combination.  That year as a whole was 167 

characterized by a relentless climb in prices, to the point where the spread between 168 

current and future prices virtually disappeared and the forward markets showed no value 169 

in storage, eliminating our ability to use certain hedges and strategies.  The early winter 170 

of 2000-2001 was characterized by colder than normal weather and an ever-growing 171 

scarcity of gas supplies nationally – to the extent that there were serious concerns about 172 

the sufficiency of the nation’s storage reserves – and drastic price increases.  The 173 
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remainder of 2001 was characterized by sharply declining prices, to the point where the 174 

December 2001 spot price was cheaper than the average summer 2001 injection price – 175 

again, a rare situation that could not have been expected when Nicor proposed the GCPP 176 

in March of 1999, or when Nicor decided to accept the GCPP in November of 1999.  In 177 

this volatile and unpredictable market of the GCPP years, the risks to which Nicor and its 178 

customers were exposed under the GCPP were much greater than could possibly have 179 

been anticipated, and many of the strategies Nicor had planned to employ prior to the 180 

implementation of the GCPP were simply not available, or were not effective. 181 

Q. Can you provide an example of a strategy that had to be revised based on the 182 

changes in the gas marketplace? 183 

A. Yes.  A good example was our plan to have DSS storage managed by a third party, 184 

Inventory Management and Distribution LLC (“IMD”).  I discuss this strategy below. 185 

IV.  1999 DSS Sale to IMD 186 

Q. What is DSS Storage? 187 

A. “DSS” stands for Delivered Storage Service.  DSS storage is off-system storage that 188 

Nicor leases from NGPL for a fixed reservation fee.  DSS is a “no-notice” service that 189 

allows Nicor to satisfy actual gas send-out based on intra-day changes in weather and 190 

other factors.  Essentially, DSS provides daily flexibility in winter, and acts as balancing 191 

account, allowing gas to be injected or withdrawn from the  pipeline as needed for 192 

customer service or operational reasons. 193 

Q. When did Nicor begin to consider third party management of DSS? 194 

A. Nicor began considering third party management of DSS in the summer of 1999. 195 
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Q. Why did Nicor begin considering such third party management? 196 

A. Nicor wanted to develop ways of minimizing the DSS fixed reservation cost.  Releasing 197 

DSS to a third party for management was one such idea Nicor developed to reduce this 198 

fixed cost.  A manager of DSS could optimize excess inventory that Nicor did not need 199 

for operational purposes to generate credits to offset the fixed reservation charges and 200 

lower gas prices for ratepayers.  In addition, Nicor would have a call on the gas to 201 

maintain reliability of service and the ability to meet peak demand.  Prior to the 202 

implementation of the GCPP, Nicor knew it had an asset in its DSS service, and, given 203 

the appropriate incentives, Nicor believed it could derive value from that asset through a 204 

managed service.  Before the GCPP, however, Nicor did not have an incentive to 205 

undertake such an arrangement because by entering into a managed service, Nicor would 206 

give up some rights and would increase its risks but have less flexibility.  Without the 207 

economic incentives of the GCPP, Nicor did not have any incentive to take any risks and 208 

give up some of its flexibility.  When the GCPP plan was proposed, however, Nicor 209 

realized that a managed service could benefit both Nicor and its ratepayers, and began 210 

considering entering into a managed service agreement.  Nicor eventually chose IMD to 211 

manage the DSS.  212 

Q. Why did Nicor select IMD? 213 

A. We understood that IMD had a great deal of expertise regarding sophisticated and 214 

innovative transactions to create value and mitigate risk in the gas markets, particularly 215 

under the new market-based regulatory regimes such as the GCPP.  We not only believed 216 

that IMD could extract added value from the DSS, we believed that we could gain 217 

knowledge and skill by working with them.  In fact, our contract with IMD was 218 
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structured in such a way that Nicor could terminate the contract in the event that certain 219 

key IMD employees were no longer working on the Nicor account. 220 

Q. When did Nicor begin considering the sale of DSS to IMD? 221 

A. We began considering the possibility of such a sale in late November 1999.  When Nicor 222 

began considering a managed service, we knew that under FERC regulations, Nicor 223 

would be required to transfer title of the gas in inventory to IMD in order to allow IMD to 224 

manage the DSS service.  To transfer title, Nicor had to sell the gas in storage to IMD. 225 

Q. Were there any internal meetings at Nicor Gas to discuss the possible sale? 226 

A. Yes, a meeting took place on December 8, 1999 where Nicor decided to go ahead with 227 

the sale. 228 

Q. When was the agreement executed? 229 

A. The agreement was executed on December 10, 1999.  The release of DSS storage to IMD 230 

became effective on December 15, 1999. 231 

Q. What were the terms of the sale? 232 

A. Nicor sold the gas to IMD at $2.20 per Mcf.  Nicor also agreed to repurchase the gas over 233 

the next four months at First of the Month (“FOM”) prices. 234 

Q. Why did Nicor decide to sell the DSS in 1999, while the PGA was still in effect? 235 

A. Nicor decided to sell DSS in 1999 in order to capture the value of a managed service.  236 

This value was dependent on the disparity between current market prices at the time of 237 

the sale and forward prices.  Under a managed service agreement, IMD could use hedges 238 

to lock in profits from such spreads.  In December 1999, there was substantial value in 239 
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the spread between current market prices and the forward prices for January, February 240 

and March, 2000.  But in the days leading up to Nicor’s decision to sell the DSS in 1999, 241 

the forward markets were falling, and that value was starting to dissipate.  Nicor realized 242 

that delay would significantly reduce the value of the managed service.  Nicor decided to 243 

sell DSS to IMD in December 1999 so IMD could lock in the prices before any more of 244 

the value of a managed service was lost.  There was a significant risk of eroding the value 245 

of the managed service by waiting until 2000 to consummate the transaction. 246 

Q. Before consummating the sale with IMD, did Nicor consider the effect on ratepayers 247 

of having the transaction take place in 1999, while the PGA was in effect, rather 248 

than in 2000, when the GCPP would be in effect? 249 

A. Absolutely.  The expected impact on ratepayers of conducting the sale in 1999 was a 250 

major topic of the discussion at the December 8, 1999 meeting.  We reviewed a 251 

spreadsheet analyzing the expected effect for ratepayers under various scenarios.  A copy 252 

of that analysis is attached as Appendix B. 253 

Q. At the time of the sale, what effect did Gas Supply think the sale would have on 254 

ratepayers in 1999? 255 

A. At the time of the sale, Gas Supply believed that the sale would be neutral, or possibly 256 

somewhat positive for ratepayers in 1999, and produce substantial bene fit to ratepayers in 257 

2000.  Although it was not the purpose of the transaction to liquidate the higher-cost 258 

LIFO gas, we believed that with normal weather, we would withdraw sufficient volumes 259 

of gas from storage in 1999 to access the low-cost LIFO gas layers in December 1999 260 

and thus mitigate any loss from the sale.  Reaching the lower cost LIFO gas layers would 261 
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bring the Weighted Average Cost of Gas (“WACOG”) close to the market price, thereby 262 

resulting in no loss or even a gain to ratepayers in 1999.  263 

Q. How would the sale benefit ratepayers in 2000? 264 

A. At the time of the sale, Nicor expected that ratepayers would receive substantial value 265 

from the sale in 2000.  After IMD locked in price spreads, Nicor would receive credits to 266 

its fixed reservation pipeline cost that would lower the ratepayers’ cost of gas. 267 

Q. What effect did the sale to IMD actually have on ratepayers in 1999? 268 

A. Before the accounting restatement, ratepayers experienced a loss from the sale in 1999 269 

because weather conditions were warmer than expected and Nicor was not able to reach 270 

the low cost LIFO gas layers.  That loss was removed when the transaction was restated 271 

for accounting reasons. 272 

Q. When did Nicor learn that it had not reached the low cost LIFO layers in 1999? 273 

A. I personally did not become aware of this fact until well into the following year. Others in 274 

the Company who track those numbers might have learned this earlier, but not before 275 

mid-January 2000.  Nicor was not aware that the sale would result in a loss at the time of 276 

the sale, nor could it have known. 277 

Q. Why couldn’t Nicor know in 1999 that the sale to IMD would produce a loss for 278 

ratepayers in 1999? 279 

A. Nicor did not know, and could not know, its actual cost of gas until the year was over and 280 

it could determined whether, and to what extent, there was a LIFO inventory decrement 281 

or addition for the year.  Because half of the gas Nicor delivers belongs to third parties 282 

who have certain rights to use Nicor’s storage, Nicor had to determine what percentage of 283 
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its withdrawals from storage were for sales to PGA customers, as well as calculate the 284 

actual use of inventory from storage, before it could derive its cost of gas. 285 

Q. Was the gas sold above or below the market price? 286 

A. The gas was sold at market prices. 287 

Q. Was the gas sold above or below Nicor’s cost for the gas? 288 

A. As it turned out, the gas was sold below Nicor’s cost for that gas. 289 

Q. When the agreement with IMD was executed, or when the DSS was delivered to 290 

IMD, did Nicor know that the sale price of the gas would be below Nicor’s cost of 291 

gas? 292 

A.  No.  At the time of the transaction (both execution and delivery), Nicor did not, and could 293 

not then, know that the gas price would be below Nicor’s cost of gas because Nicor could 294 

not determine its WACOG until well after the end of the year.  Thus, at the time of the 295 

transaction, it was not possible for Nicor to know that ratepayers would be harmed in 296 

1999.  In fact, at the time the transaction was contemplated, it was possible that 297 

ratepayers could benefit from the transaction in 1999, as well as in 2000.  No one knew 298 

the transaction would result in a loss to ratepayers when the decision to sell DSS was 299 

made in 1999.  In any event, that loss has been rectified by the restatement of the 300 

transaction for accounting reasons. 301 

Q. How did changes in the gas market in 2000 affect the success of IMD’s managed 302 

storage services? 303 

A. As I mentioned earlier, the year 2000 was characterized by sharp, continuing and highly 304 

unusual price increases.  By March or April, the forward markets were flat compared to 305 
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current prices.  Under those circumstances, IMD determined that there was no longer any 306 

value it could derive by managing the DSS storage, as the anticipated hedges designed to 307 

capture the spread between current and future prices had disappeared.  This is just one 308 

example of how unprecedented and hence unpredictable changes in the marketplace 309 

affected Nicor’s ability to use the strategies we had envisioned when Nicor sought 310 

approval for a PBR plan. 311 

V. Patterns of Injections and Withdrawals 312 

Q. Staff witness Zuraski, CUB/Cook witness Mierzwa and AG witness Effron each 313 

claim that Nicor manipulated storage injections and withdrawals during the period 314 

the GCPP was in effect.  Please comment. 315 

A. That charge is false.  As an initial matter, their testimony fails to recognize that Nicor 316 

understood that its primary responsibility at all times was to ensure the delivery of an 317 

adequate supply of gas to customers, and to maintain overall system reliability.  That was 318 

Nicor’s primary responsibility before the implementation of the GCPP , during the 319 

existence of the GCPP, and remains the number one priority of the Company today.  The 320 

responsibility to ensure reliability of supply falls squarely on the shoulders of Gas 321 

Supply.  The failure of the Staff and intervener witnesses to recognize the Company’s 322 

reliability obligations is of no small consequence.  For example, during the GCPP, Gas 323 

Supply had to make purchasing decisions to ensure that the Company had adequate 324 

supply in storage to meet its planned peak day requirements, even when doing so would 325 

negatively impact the Company’s ability to beat the benchmark. 326 
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 The provision of reliable supply was paramount, regardless of the impact on the GCPP.  327 

To better understand this point, let me describe what drives the Company’s pattern of 328 

injections and withdrawals. 329 

 Nicor delivers approximately 500 Bcf of gas during the course of a year.  Our on-system 330 

storage inventory is approximately 150 Bcf.  Approximately one-third of that amount, 331 

however, belongs to third-party transportation customers or is otherwise outside Nicor’s 332 

control.  Nicor focuses on managing the remaining two-thirds of the stored gas. 333 

 Physical storage operating constraints largely dictate the pattern of injections and 334 

withdrawals.  Nicor must manage its storage operations to have at least 85 Bcf of gas in 335 

storage on the peak demand day for the year, which is defined as January 20th.  Moreover, 336 

that gas must have been in storage for the correct length of time to assure operational 337 

reliability.  For peak periods, this means the ability to withdraw 2.8 Bcf of gas per day.  If 338 

the gas has been in storage for too long, the aquifer may lose pressure, thereby making it 339 

harder to extract the gas.  Thus, storage must be cycled.  As a result, Nicor’s injections 340 

and withdrawals are largely driven by the need to have enough storage available that has 341 

been in the ground for the right amount of time in order to get enough gas out of the 342 

storage fields for peak days.  343 

 All of the storage fields Nicor operates have their own unique operating characteristics, 344 

and must be managed separately but in concert with the other fields to meet operational 345 

demands as well as work within market constraints. Weather, the activity of 346 

transportation customers, and market conditions are all factors that also drive Nicor’s 347 

patterns of injections and withdrawals. 348 
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Q. CUB/Cook witness Mierzwa and AG witness Effron claim that Nicor adjusted its 349 

withdrawals to follow the Storage Credit Rate.  Is that charge true? 350 

A. No, that statement is flat wrong.  First, Nicor had no control over the Storage Credit Rate 351 

(“SCR”) and could not know what the SCR would be until the end of the year.  352 

Moreover, Nicor did not operate in a static market, but rather in a very dynamic and 353 

volatile market in which it had to adjust its withdrawal cycle to meet operational needs.  354 

Even if Nicor could have moved its storage up or down in line with the SCR, Nicor 355 

would not have achieved any benefit by doing so because adjusting the withdrawal cycle 356 

to the SCR only would increase Nicor’s cost of gas.  The conspiracy theory put forward 357 

by Messrs. Mierzwa and Effron simply ignores the realities (both operational and 358 

economic) under which Nicor’s decisions were made. 359 

 In Gas Supply, we made no effort to predict or manage the SCR.  Ra ther, our guiding 360 

principle was to attempt to inject gas into storage when flowing gas prices were at their 361 

lowest and to withdraw gas from storage when flowing gas prices were at their highest.  362 

By doing so, we would use storage to displace higher-priced purchases of flowing gas, 363 

and save our customers money.  I believe this is exactly what the GCPP benchmark was 364 

intended to motivate us to do. 365 

Q. Did the structure of the GCPP benchmark ever influence Nicor’s pattern of 366 

injections and withdrawals? 367 

A. Yes, of course, but not in the way Messrs. Mierzwa and Effron have suggested.  The 368 

formula for the Storage Credit Adjustment (“SCA”) assumed that total annual injection 369 

and withdrawal volumes would follow a pre-defined monthly pattern.  For example, the 370 

SCA assumed that 26% of the total volume of withdrawals for the year would be 371 
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withdrawn in January.  To avoid severe price risk from the operation of the SCA, Nicor 372 

was motivated to carefully manage the monthly withdrawal and injection activity relative 373 

to the SCA monthly volume shaping. 374 

Q. What factors drove the withdrawal pattern for the year 2000? 375 

A. In January 2000, the weather was unusually warm.  Due to the unusual weather 376 

conditions, demand – and hence withdrawals – were down.  Because the amount of 377 

GCPP withdrawals in January defines, from an SCA volume-related price risk 378 

perspective, the GCPP withdrawal cycle for the entire year (as mentioned, the SCA 379 

assumes that 26% of annual withdrawals are withdrawn in January), we were concerned 380 

in January 2000 that Nicor’s overall storage cycle would be too low for the entire year.  381 

We were especially concerned with the potential of leaving too much gas in the ground 382 

over the remainder of the winter caused by the small GCPP storage cycle, which would 383 

affect operational needs, so we knew we had to get on a higher storage cycle by 384 

increasing January GCPP withdrawals.  As a result, Nicor made the decision to sell off 385 

some of its supply, but with limits on the purchaser’s right to actually take the gas until 386 

the following summer.  This enabled Nicor to bring its GCPP withdrawal cycle up to a 387 

level more consistent with the planned GCPP storage cycle and to ensure operational 388 

needs would be met throughout the year.  It also reduced price risks significantly.  Nicor 389 

did this through a transaction with Enerchange and certain other companies, which I 390 

discuss below. 391 

VI. Sale to Enerchange 392 

Q. When did the idea of the Enerchange sale first arise? 393 
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A. The idea for the sale to Enerchange first arose in January of 2000. 394 

Q. Please respond to Staff witness Zuraski’s allegation that the sale to Enerchange took 395 

place because Nicor needed to “manipulate” withdrawals to beat the SCA 396 

component of the benchmark? 397 

A. Nicor’s sale of gas to Enerchange was not intended to manipulate the SCA.  As I 398 

mentioned earlier in my testimony, the weather in January of 2000 was unusually warm.  399 

Due to this unusually warm weather, withdrawals were down.  Because the SCA assumes 400 

that 26% of total annual GCPP withdrawals are withdrawn in January, decreased 401 

withdrawals in January could put Nicor and our ratepayers at significant financial risk for 402 

the remainder of the year and cause us to disrupt the withdrawal cycle for the rest of the 403 

year.  Thus, Nicor knew that for operational purposes, we had to sell off some of our 404 

supply to increase withdrawals.  Gas Supply began looking at how Nicor could get its 405 

withdrawals back on track.  None of these decisions had anything to do with speculation 406 

about the SCR for 2000. 407 

 In January, Gas Supply met and saw that forward summer prices were trading in close 408 

proximity to January spot prices, a very unusual circumstance.  This meant that we had 409 

the opportunity to sell gas at or near the flowing gas price but still restrict the purchaser’s 410 

withdrawal rights until the summer, supporting deliverability through the winter.  We 411 

determined that we could sell flowing gas in January to Enerchange and others with the 412 

contingency that the gas could not actually be withdrawn until the summer.  Shedding 413 

this supply increased January GCPP withdrawals, which reduced storage operation risk 414 

and price risk significantly for the remainder of the year. 415 
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Q. Please respond to Mr. Mierzwa’s charge that the sale to Enerchange was 416 

inappropriate because Nicor could have made a greater profit by selling the gas at a 417 

later time. 418 

A. Mr. Mierzwa’s criticism is not only based on hindsight, it misses the point.  Nicor did not 419 

wait until the Summer to sell the gas because the purpose of the sale was to shed supply 420 

to bring Nicor’s GCPP withdrawal cycle back on track for the year and reduce price risk. 421 

Q. Was the gas sold to Enerchange and the other purchasers above or below market 422 

price? 423 

A. The gas was sold at a price equivalent to the forward summer price, less the time value of 424 

money, consistent with the counterparties’ restricted rights to withdraw and market the 425 

gas.  This price was slightly below the January daily market price at the time the 426 

transaction was executed. 427 

Q. Was the gas sold above or below Nicor’s cost of gas for January 2000? 428 

A. The gas was sold above Nicor’s cost of purchased gas for January 2000, so it was sold for 429 

a profit.  The transaction also put Nicor on a more reasonable withdrawal cycle for 2000. 430 

VII. Market Conditions and Storage Withdrawals After January 2000 431 

Q. What factors drove the withdrawal pattern for the remainder of 2000? 432 

A. As I mentioned, the rest of the year was marked by a relentless climb in prices.  Given the 433 

high prices for flowing gas in late 2000, it made economic sense to withdraw cheaper gas 434 

to displace incremental purchases of flowing gas at higher prices.  Starting in November 435 

or December 2000, a growing scarcity of gas supply began to develop nationally.  The 436 

weather was colder than normal, and with supply constrained, prices began to increase 437 
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sharply.  Under these circumstances, Nicor attempted to mitigate the price risk inherent in 438 

the commodity benchmark by using storage to displace high priced incremental 439 

purchases.  In November and December 2000, Nicor withdrew large quantities of gas 440 

from storage.  However, when the unusually cold weather and high demand continued in 441 

December 2000, we became concerned about preserving inventory for the remainder of 442 

the winter. 443 

 For operational reasons, we were forced to buy some incremental gas in December, rather 444 

than continuing to rely on storage.  By December 2000, there were serious concerns 445 

about the integrity of the nation’s gas storage supply and the speed at which storage was 446 

being drawn down by utilities around the country.  The market price of gas more than 447 

doubled just in the month of December 2000. 448 

Q. What were the implications of this situation for Nicor’s withdrawal pattern in 2001? 449 

A. By mid-December 2000, Nicor (like many other gas companies) could no longer continue 450 

to use storage to cover incremental colder than normal weather-driven sales.  To mitigate 451 

the risks in a hyper-volatile market, we elected to purchase additional quantities of FOM-452 

priced baseload gas for January 2001.  The weather pattern changed in January, however: 453 

January 2001 was warmer than normal, and Nicor reduced its daily purchases of January 454 

gas and was forced to sell some FOM gas at a loss.  Given reduced demand due to the 455 

warmer weather, January 2001 was marked by relatively low withdrawals.  The 456 

remainder of 2001 was characterized by continually declining prices.  By the summer of 457 

2001, prices had returned to a more normal level, down by nearly 75% from the 458 

extremely high prices at the start of the year.  By December 2001, the spot market price 459 

was below the average summer 2001 injection price.  Because it made no sense 460 
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economically for the Company or its ratepayers to displace purchases of December-461 

priced gas with more expensive storage withdrawals, Nicor decided to reduce 462 

withdrawals further. 463 

Q. CUB/Cook witness Mierzwa and AG witness Effron charge that Nicor decided to 464 

reduce withdrawals in 2001 to improve its performance under the GCPP 465 

benchmark given the high SCR.  Is this charge correct?  466 

A. No, not at all.  As I have explained above, Nicor’s withdrawal patterns were determined 467 

by weather and demand, the movement of market prices, the operational need to maintain 468 

certain levels of storage, and the desire to use storage when possible to displace higher-469 

priced purchases of flowing gas to save money for our ratepayers.  We did not know what 470 

the SCR would be for the year, and we never tried to predict the SCR or to allow the 471 

SCR’s movement to dictate our withdrawal patterns. 472 

Q. Messrs. Mierzwa  and Effron have accused Nicor of “manipulating” its storage 473 

withdrawals because the level of withdrawals during 2001 differed from the average 474 

level of withdrawals during the 1994-98 period.  Is there any validity to that 475 

accusation? 476 

A. Absolutely not.  As I have described above, 2000 and 2001 were highly unusual years in 477 

terms of weather, pricing, and availability of supply.  All of those factors drove Nicor’s 478 

withdrawal pattern for 2001.  The 1994-98 period simply was not representative of the 479 

market conditions we faced in 2001.  480 

VIII. In-Field Transfers  481 

Q. What are in-field transfers? 482 
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A. In-field transfers are simultaneous injections of gas at one Nicor storage field and 483 

withdrawals from  another field.  They are done for operational reasons (for example to 484 

maintain the operational integrity of the aquifer) rather than to service the ratepayer.  If 485 

gas pressure in an aquifer is too low, it will be difficult to withdraw the gas when needed.  486 

From time to time, injections and withdrawals are needed to keep each aquifer within the 487 

desired range of pressure.  Essentially, in- field transfers involve moving gas from one 488 

storage field to another for operational reasons. 489 

Q. Did Nicor keep track of in-field transfers prior to the GCPP? 490 

A. No.  We had no reason to do so.  Until the GCPP was in effect, such transfers for 491 

operational reasons had no significance for the Company’s financial results or for 492 

customers’ gas costs. 493 

Q. At the time Nicor was seeking approval for the GCPP, was Nicor aware that in-field 494 

transfers might affect the Company’s performance under the benchmark? 495 

A. I don’t believe anyone ever considered the issue before the GCPP was actually in 496 

operation.  Certainly, we did not in Gas Supply.  We had no idea that Accounting would 497 

monitor each storage field on a daily basis and count an in-field transfer from one storage 498 

field to another as a “withdrawal” for purposes of calculating the Storage Credit 499 

Adjustment. 500 

Q. Staff witness Zuraski states that in-field transfers should not have been excluded 501 

from the calculation of “withdrawals” for purposes of the Storage Credit 502 

Adjustment?  Do you agree with his position? 503 
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A. No, I do not.  The simple fact is that for in-field transfers, gas is not “withdrawn” to 504 

service the customer; it is simply moved from one storage field to another to meet the 505 

operational needs of the aquifer.  Such a movement of gas has nothing to do with the 506 

Storage Credit Adjustment, which is designed to reflect the benefit of seasonal price 507 

swings when stored gas is withdrawn for sale displacing purchases of flowing gas. 508 

Q. Do you agree that “netting” is an appropriate method of eliminating in-field 509 

transfers from the calculation of the Storage Credit Adjustment? 510 

A. Yes, I do.  Under this approach, we took the total withdrawals and injections for a given 511 

day and offset them against each other.  The amount of withdrawals that are offset by 512 

injections that same day are treated as in-field transfers.  Netting is appropriate because 513 

only those withdrawals that are made to service ratepayers should be counted as 514 

“withdrawals” for purposes of the Storage Credit Adjustment. 515 

Q. Has Nicor consistently applied the netting method? 516 

A. There were inconsistencies when the GCPP started, because we had not considered the 517 

issue beforehand.  However, it is my understanding that those inconsistencies have been 518 

corrected by the restatement, which consistently applies a netting methodology across the 519 

board.  I think that netting is a fair and logical solution. 520 

IX.  Use of Low-Cost LIFO Gas Layers  521 

Q. You testified earlier that Nicor had not planned to liquidate the low-cost LIFO gas 522 

stored in inventory when it applied for approval of a PBR plan.  Did Nicor 523 

ultimately make use of the low-cost LIFO gas? 524 
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A. Yes, we did make some use of the low-cost LIFO gas.  Faced with a volatile, 525 

unpredictable and challenging market environment, with much greater risk than we (or 526 

anyone else) had expected, we did rely on the low-cost LIFO gas to generate savings, 527 

which we shared equally with our ratepayers under the GCPP’s sharing formula. 528 

Q. In your view, was it appropriate to use the low-cost LIFO gas to generate savings 529 

under the GCPP? 530 

A. Yes.  The low-cost LIFO gas in Nicor’s storage fields is an asset of the Company that, in 531 

my view, could appropriately be used to generate savings under the GCPP.  If you have 532 

low-cost gas in storage, the greatest benefit to the ratepayer is to liquidate that inventory 533 

when prices are high.  Certain of the transactions by which Nicor accessed the low-cost 534 

LIFO gas have now been restated for technical accounting reasons.  I certainly am not an 535 

expert on those accounting issues and have no opinion concerning them.  But apart from 536 

the accounting concerns that led to the restatement, in my opinion there is nothing wrong 537 

with the use of low-cost LIFO gas from a Gas Supply perspective. 538 

Q. In your opinion, would the savings received by ratepayers from the sale of low-cost 539 

LIFO gas have been realized in the absence of the GCPP? 540 

A. In my opinion, no.  Without the economic incentives created by the GCPP, Nicor likely 541 

would not have liquidated the low-cost LIFO gas layers. 542 

Q. Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony? 543 

A. Yes, it does. 544 


